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Abstract 

A three-dimensional twin tunnels scale model was established utilizing the discrete element method (DEM) with PFC3D. 

This model aims to investigate the displacement (in horizontal and vertical directions) and deformation of the first tunnel 

lining in four different cases which the clear distance of twin tunnels are 5, 10, 15 and 20 m during the second tunnel 

construction process. The numerical results indicate that the clear distance between twin tunnels and the distance between 

the measurement points of the first tunnel and the excavation area of the second tunnel are two most critical factors that 

influence the displacement and deformation of the first tunnel lining. Meanwhile, the soil arching effect, gravity, water 

pressure and lateral pressure also have an impact on the behavior of the first tunnel. The maximum disturbance of horizontal 

and vertical displacements occurred in the time points of finishing of the second tunnel. However, the horizontal 

displacement of the first tunnel is much more sensitive to the vertical displacement. The first tunnel turns to the right and 

down in direction while having an anticlockwise rotation (φ) during the process of construction of the second tunnel. In 

addition, the displacement and deformation of the lining of the first tunnel are critical to monitor, and the necessary 

precautions should be taken to decrease the risk of craze. In conclusion, the influence of the second tunnel excavation on 

the first tunnel lining could be neglected when their distance is more than 15 m. 
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1. Introduction 

With the increase in transportation demand encountered in large cities, it is necessary to construct twin tunnels in the 

metro system. In the twin tunnels construction procedure, the second excavation of a tunnel (named Tunnel 2) will occur 

approximately one month after the first tunnel (named Tunnel 1) to reduce the disturbance to Tunnel 1 lining caused by 

the excavation of Tunnel 2. To avoid damage to the Tunnel 1 lining during and after the excavation for Tunnel 2, we 

should predict the influence caused by the Tunnel 2 construction on Tunnel 1 lining to choose the optimal clear distance 

for closely-spaced parallel shield twin tunnels. 

Most of the previous study on twin tunnels are focused on the displacement of surface ground and tunnel surrounding 

soils [1-4], the analysis on the twin tunnels lining are relatively less. C.W.W. et al. [5] conducted several three-

dimensional finite element models to investigate the multiple interactions between large parallel twin tunnels constructed 

by the new Austrian tunneling method. In this paper, the influence of lagging distance between the twin tunnels on the 

axial force and bending moment of tunnel lining have been highlighted. Do et al. [6-8] have simulated shield twin tunnels 

in soft ground using FLAC3D finite difference element programme. The influence of different distance in cross-section 
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and longitudinal directions of twin tunnels on tunnels lining during tunnel excavation are discussed. Whereas, the 

distance between twin tunnels are relatively small (less than double of diameter). In this case, the construction influence 

between twin tunnels is obvious.  Zhang et al. [9] have focused on the closed-form analytical solution for the prediction 

of liner internal forces induced by twin tunnels construction in clays using analysis method.  

On the other hand, Particle Flow Code (PFC) is one type of Discrete Element Method (DEM) which is proposed by 

Cundall [10-11] has great advantages for modeling underground project such as tunnel in solid mechanics and granular 

flow. To date, previous DEM research on twin tunnels [12-14] has been limited to two-dimensional analysis using 

PFC2D, which does not capture the out-of-plane effects and realistically simulate the dynamic construction process of 

twin tunnels. As such, three-dimensional DEM modelling of twin tunnels is needed to assess the impact of adjacent 

tunnel constructional on an existing adjacent tunnel. 

In view of these issues, there is still very limited knowledge of the displacement and deformation of an existing 

tunnel lining induced by later near distance tunneling, especially for the microscopic mechanism analysis by DEM 

method. To better understand the macro- and micro- mechanism of the lining of first tunnel during the construction 

process of the second tunnel using shield construction method, in this paper, a three-dimension DEM model has been 

conducted. In this model, the horizontal and vertical displacements and deformation of Tunnel 1 lining in four different 

cases have been discussed. The numerical results provide a reference for the distance of shield construction twin tunnels 

in cross section. 

2. Model Setup 

In the calculations process of DEM, Newton’s second law is applied to the particles and the force-displacement law 

is used in the contacts between particles. The relationship between contact force and displacement is given in Equation 

(1-2). Newton’s second law is used to determine the motion of each particle arising from the contact and body forces 

acting upon it, while the force-displacement law is used to update the contact forces arising from the relative motion at 

each contact. In the DEM simulation model, the interaction of particles is a dynamic process of equilibrium developing 

states. PFC3D can be treated as a simplified implementation of DEM because PFC3D simulates the assemblies of 

movement and interaction by rigid spherical particles, while the general DEM can adopt arbitrarily shaped particles.  

Fi
n=KnUnni (1) 

∆Fi
s=-Ks∆Ui

s (2) 

Where Fi
n , Kn , Un , and ni  are the normal contact force, the normal stiffness at the contact, the normal relative 

displacement and the normal unit vector, respectively. ∆Fi
s, Ks, and ∆Ui

s are the shear elastic force increment, the shear 

stiffness at the contact and the shear relative displacement, respectively. 

A three-dimensional numerical model conducted by PFC is based on the Wuhan metro line 2 project. A scale model 

which the geometry size reduced the 20 times and the value of gravity remains unchanged are adopted in this paper. As 

a result, the corresponding parameters such as, modulus, displacement should be calculated based on similarity ratios 

[15-17]. The corresponding parameters are listed in the following figures and tables. The soil profile of the cross-river 

twin tunnels of the Wuhan metro and the selected cross section of analysis are presented in Figure 1. The schematic 

diagram of the Yangtze cross-river twin tunnels of the Wuhan metro and the corresponding measurement points of the 

first tunnel lining are shown in Figure 2a and 2b. The values in the figure are translated to the real project size. L is the 

clear distance of twin tunnels varies from 5 to 20 m. D and d, are outer and inner diameter of twin tunnels, their values 

are 6.52 m and 5.48 m, respectively. Tunnel lining which is made by C60 concrete and its thickness is 0.52 m. The basic 

parameters of each stratum and tunnel lining in the Yangtze cross-river twin tunnels of the Wuhan metro are shown in 

Table 1. After the process of particle parameter calibration, the micro-parameters of each surrounding stratum and C60 

lining are shown in Table 2. The steps of the twin tunnels PFC3D model are as follows: 

 Step 1: Creating a cubic structure composed of six walls with the size of 42×1.2×30 m (length× width × height) 

and generating small particles inside it. To improve computational efficiency, we simulate the following model 

using a larger particle size [18-19]. The radius of the particle in the surroundings is 0.007-0.012 m, and the radius 

of the particles in the lining are 0.003 m. The total number of particles is about 48000. 

 Step 2: Consolidating the assembly with the calculated constant water pressure and lateral pressure (PW =PL=108 

kPa) by the servo-system, and then applying the gravity and buoyancy for each particle. 

 Step 3: Setting the micro-parameters of each stratum which is shown in Table 2, and then executing a certain cycle 

for reaching a quasi-static state. 

 Step 4: Locating several measurement points in the model and excavating the Tunnel 1 by reducing the Tunnel 1 

mechanical parameter of the particles in the excavation area to zero in limited cycles by ten steps. Installing the 
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concrete lining by setting a ring with the thickness of 0.52 m of C60. It is important to note that the excavation 

process can really simulate the tunneling process. 

 Step 5: Cycling the model for a stable condition when there is no deformation of the surroundings around the 

Tunnel 1, and then excavating the Tunnel 2 with the same method in Step 4. The distribution of the measurement 

points in the Tunnel 1 lining is shown in Figure 2b. 

 

Figure 1. The soil profile of Yangtze cross-river twin tunnels of the Wuhan metro (B is silty clay, C is the coarse sand 

and contained with some gravel. D is the coarse sand and contained with some cobble.) 

  

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the Yangtze cross-river twin tunnels of the Wuhan metro (b) The distribution of 

the measurement points in the first tunnel lining 

Table 1. Basic parameters for each stratum and tunnel lining in the Yangtze cross-river twin tunnels of the Wuhan metro 

Parameters B C D Lining 

Density（kg/m3） 1700 2050 2110 2180 

Frictional angle（°） 10.5 42 40 70 

Porosity 0.4 0.44 0.51 0.35 

Modulus of compression（MPa） 2.17 35.4 38.1 36000 

Moisture content (%) 49.5 16.1 18.0 — 

Table 2. Micro-parameters of each surrounding stratum and C60 lining 

Micro-parameters B C D Lining 

Friction coefficient 0.185 0.9 0.84 1.98 

Normal stiffness(N/m) 1.45×104 2.34×105 2.5×105 8.64×109 

Shear stiffness (N/m) 5.8×103 9.36×104 1×105 3.456×109 

Normal strength of contact bond (N) 67 0 0 — 

Shear strength of contact bond (N) 67 0 0 — 

Parallel bond radius multiplier — — — 1.0 

the Young’s modulus of each parallel bond (GPa) — — — 36 
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Normal stiffness of parallel bond (N/m) — — — 1.8×1011 

Shear stiffness of parallel bond (N/m) — — — 7.2×1010 

Normal strength of parallel bond (Pa) — — — 1×108 

Shear strength of parallel bond (Pa) — — — 1×108 

3. Discussion and Results 

For the purpose of exploring the mechanical behavior of the first tunnel lining during the excavation process of 

second tunnel, displacement and deformation of the first tunnel lining in four conditions of different twin tunnels clear 

distance such as L=5, 10, 15 and 20 m have been analyzed.   

3.1. Horizontal Displacement 

As shown in Figure 3, the variation process for horizontal displacement of Tunnel 1 lining can be divided into four 

stages. First stage: the horizontal displacements of Tunnel 1 lining increase with time domain when t is less than 0.085 

s, which means the Tunnel 1 lining are gradually moving to the right direction. Second stage: the horizontal 

displacements of Tunnel 1 lining are reaching the peak values during 0.085 and 0.095 s. In these time points, the Tunnel 

2 excavation is just finished. Third stage: when t = 0.095 - 0.135 s, the horizontal displacements generally decrease, 

which implies that the particles around Tunnel 1 are moving back to the left direction. Final stage: the measurement 

particles of Tunnel 1 lining nearly remain steady in the time of 0.135 - 0.177 s. Therefore, the whole measurement 

process is 0.177 s, and the final value of the horizontal displacements can be chosen at the time point of 0.177 s. In fact, 

the actual variation in the vertical displacements of Tunnel 1 lining are similar to the rule of the horizontal displacements. 

 

Figure 3. The horizontal displacement of Tunnel 1 lining during Tunnel 2 excavation in case of L=5 m 

The peak and final horizontal displacements of Tunnel 1 lining can reflect the maximum and residual horizontal 

disturbance of Tunnel 1 caused by Tunnel 2 tunneling. Consequently, the peak and final horizontal displacements of 

Tunnel 1 were analyzed, and their values at the different measurement points are shown in Figure 4a and 4b. 

  

Figure 4. (a) Peak horizontal displacement, (b) Final horizontal displacement of Tunnel 1 during Tunnel 2 excavation at 

different measurement points 
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During Tunnel 2 excavation, the peak and final horizontal displacements of Tunnel 1 lining are positive, reflecting 

the Tunnel 1 lining generally towards the Tunnel 2 direction. In the simulation process, the stiffness and cohesive bond 

of the particles in the excavation area of Tunnel 2 are reduced to zero in limited cycles by ten steps. This practice will 

produce an unloading effect [20]. Meanwhile, under the action of lateral earth pressure, the Tunnel 1 lining has a trend 

to move to the Tunnel 2 position.  

When the clear distance of twin tunnels (L) varies from 5 to 20 m, the peak and final horizontal displacements of 

Tunnel 1 lining decrease. If L is larger than 15 m, the peak and final horizontal displacements change only slightly. 

Meanwhile, the peak and final horizontal displacements in the left semicircle of the Tunnel 1 lining (e.g., 0°, 45°, 315°) 

are larger than the values of the right semicircle (e.g., 135°, 180°, 225°). These phenomena explain that the clear distance 

of twin tunnels and the distance of measurement points and excavation area are significant factors that influence the 

peak and final horizontal displacements, whereas the impact on Tunnel 1 lining can be ignored when L is larger than 15 

m. 

It is remarkable that, for horizontal displacements of Tunnel 1 lining, the peak values are approximately twice the 

final values. The Tunnel 1 lining reaches the peak horizontal displacement and the Tunnel 2 is exactly constructed, 

simultaneously. Then, the formation of the arching effect [13, 21] and the installed lining of Tunnel 2 create an intense 

restriction to prevent the trend of right towards the movement of Tunnel 1 lining. Furthermore, the greater stability and 

larger stiffness of Tunnel 2 make Tunnel 1 lining move back by the rebound effect. 

3.2. Vertical Displacement 

The peak and final vertical displacements of Tunnel 1 lining have similar rule with corresponding horizontal 

displacements, which are shown in Figure 5a and 5b. The difference rules are as follows:  

During Tunnel 2 excavation, the value of the peak vertical displacements of Tunnel 1 are negative, which means that 

the Tunnel 1 lining is turning down. Under the combined action of water pressure and gravity, the particles around 

Tunnel 1 move down. The peak and final vertical displacements of Tunnel 1 lining are almost the same (see Figure 5a 

and 5b), while the final horizontal displacement are much smaller than the peak horizontal displacement (see Figure 4a 

and 4b), which means the period after Tunnel 2 excavation time have little influence on vertical displacement of Tunnel 

1 lining whereas have great influence on horizontal displacement. 

The vertical displacements are relatively small, implying that the sense of horizontal displacement of Tunnel 1 is 

stronger than the sense of vertical displacement for the parallel shield twin tunnels. In contrast to the horizontal and 

vertical displacements at θ=0° (see Figure 4 and Figure 5), the outstanding difference in the horizontal and vertical 

displacements can be attributed to the translated way of the Tunnel 2 tunneling disturbance as a horizontal wave. As a 

result, the peak and final horizontal displacements are larger at the horizontal points (e.g., θ=0°). 

  

Figure 5. (a) Peak vertical displacement; (b) Final vertical displacement of Tunnel 1 during Tunnel 2 excavation at different 

measurement points 
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is the vector sum of the horizontal and vertical displacements. R0 is the average value of the outer and inner radius of 

Tunnel 1 lining. 

The displacement of the Tunnel 1 lining is clearly observed in the graphs. The lining of Tunnel 1 turns to the right 
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construction effect of Tunnel 2 on the anticlockwise rotation of Tunnel 1 become smaller as the distance of twin tunnels 

increasing. 

Considering the deformation of the Tunnel 1 lining, the vault and bottom of the lining are compressed, while the 

horizontal points (e.g., 0° and 180°) are stretched during the process of Tunnel 2 construction. The deformation of the 

Tunnel 1 lining in the right semicircle are larger than the deformation of the Tunnel 1 lining in the left semicircle. The 

results are in good agreement with the results of Mohammad et al. [22], where the clearance distance of the twin tunnels 

is 8 m and the diameter of the tunnels is 6 m in the paper.  

In the process of the construction of Tunnel 2, the enormous effect on the Tunnel 1 lining raises the risk of crack. 

Some effective practices are adopted to reinforce the concrete of the tunnel lining. High performance concrete of C60 

is used in this model. Buratti et al. [23] and Meng et al. [24] investigate the advantages of using Steel Fiber Reinforced 

Concrete (SFRC) for the tunnel lining. The SFRC tunnel lining can significantly reduce the crack width opening for a 

given stress field and satisfy the design criteria for load carrying ability and crack width. The combination of steel fiber 

and concrete indicates an optimal choice of reinforcement for a tunnel lining. 

 

Figure 6. The displacement and deformation of Tunnel 1 lining during Tunnel 2 excavation when L are (a) 5 m; (b) 10 m; 

(c) 15 m; (d) 20 m (R0=3.0 m, displacement :mm) 

4. Conclusions 

 The variation process for the horizontal displacement of Tunnel 1 lining can be divided into four stages, similar to 

the rule of vertical displacement. The maximum disturbance occurs at the time points when Tunnel 2 is finished. 

As the twin tunnel distance increases, horizontal and vertical displacements accordingly decrease. The horizontal 

displacement of the Tunnel 1 is much more sensitive to the Tunnel 2 construction than the vertical displacement. 

These different horizontal and vertical displacements at the measurement points of Tunnel 1 lining explain the 

uneven deformation and various displacements. These phenomena will produce unsteadiness for the twin tunnels.  

 Tunnel 1 lining turns to the right and the downward direction and has an anticlockwise rotation (φ) during the 

process of Tunnel 2 construction. The vault and bottom of the lining are compressed, while the horizontal points 

are stretched during the process of Tunnel 2 construction. The deformation of the Tunnel 1 lining in the right 

semicircle are larger than the deformation of the Tunnel 1 lining in the left semicircle. High performance concrete 

and SFRC concrete lining can effectively reduce the crack width and reinforce the tunnel lining. 

 The clear distance of twin tunnels (L) and the distance of the measurement points to the second tunnel excavation 

area are the two significant factors to affect the mechanical behavior such as the displacement and deformation of 

the first tunnel. The influence of the Tunnel 2 excavation on Tunnel 1 could be neglected when their distance is 

more than 15 m. 
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